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Abstract: Participation among private forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers in the forest certification sector remains low. Those that enroll are mainly large-acreage owners and specialized manufacturers. Little is known about certification perspectives across the supply chain and how they relate. Comparing what owners, contractors, and manufacturers think about certification would increase insight regarding sector growth. In this study, 2741 private forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers in Virginia, U.S.A. were surveyed about their beliefs regarding the impact of certification on economic opportunities and image and the extent to which they think it positively affects the forestry sector and understand how to certify forestland. Co-orientation was used to map alignment and predictions between respondents. Owner and contractor responses were similar and predictions about each other mostly accurate, but manufacturer responses and predictions were largely incongruent. Manufacturers generally aligned more so with contractors than owners but contractors identified slightly more with owners. Owners and contractors shared perspectives and a discernable identity, whereas manufacturers viewed certification in a less positive light. Implications for participation in forest certification focus largely on interrelationships of actor perspectives regardless of scale and emphasize the roles each can play in the forest certification sector.
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1. Introduction

Forest certification was developed in the early 1990s to curtail tropical deforestation through verified use of sustainable forest management [1]. Certification systems generally are market-based, non-regulatory, and focused on forests, operations and products, and associated businesses and communities [2,3]. Certified raw material is accounted for or tracked using chain-of-custody, and certified products typically are labeled. Consumption of certified wood products has grown slowly among regular market customers, but demand among green builders, renewable energy industries, and retail corporations has increased in recent years [4–7].

In the United States of America (U.S.A.), there are several forest certification systems (e.g., Sustainable Forestry Initiative; Forest Stewardship Council; American Tree Farm System). It is estimated, however, that only 12.9% of the 303.7 million acres (122.9 million ha) of U.S.A. forestland is certified [8]. Results of several studies indicate that most private forest owners and many logging businesses and wood products manufacturers are not aware of or do not see benefits in forest certification [6,9–12]. In 2013, 92% of family forest owners with more than 10 acres (4 ha) in
Virginia were slightly or not familiar with forest certification, and only 3.5% of the land belonging to this groups was certified [13].

Whether and why private forest owners participate in forest certification is thought to be affected by lack of awareness, costs, uncertainty, and incompatibility [14–17]. When institutional stakeholders and owners of large tracts of forestland certify it is typically for financial reasons, whereas family forest owners do so for intrinsic purposes [18]. According to the National Woodland Owner Survey (NWOS), little more than 10% of family forest owners are aware of forest certification [19], and even when they were, most of them did not understand it and many could not afford to enroll [17,20].

At the same time, harvesting in certified forests can affect the operational strategy of logging contractors because they must adhere to associated standards and track harvested fiber [21]. Increasing such requirements for loggers may cause profit margins to narrow, but the overall effect of certification is potentially intermittent given most working tracts are not certified and many manufacturers do not regularly trade in certified raw material [12]. Those manufacturers that depend on certified raw material are often large and highly specialized, dealing only with forest owners and contractors that are able to consistently source large volumes in specific form [9,22].

Growth in the certified wood products sector in the U.S.A. will require increased participation among smaller supply chain actors [17]. The potential to improve forestry operations through certification is significant [23] but transparency, conformity, eligibility, administration, and lack of awareness are barriers [15,17,24,25] and there are many questions about the enduring viability of forest certification and uncertainty regarding its effects on long-term output and costs [26]. An uptick in demand for certified sustainable products and accompanying market share and branding could change the situation, but this is possible only insofar as supply is available and a substantial base of informed and motivated consumers exists [22,27].

Forest certification is a form of corporate social responsibility in its response to public interest in sustainable wood products [28,29]. It helps the forestry sector validate management, brand sustainable products, and potentially improve market access and price points. However, forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers have unique entrepreneurial characteristics and marketplace perspectives, which can affect perspectives on socially responsible market behavior and, hence, the growth of the forest certification supply chain. Logging contractors run capital-intensive businesses with a stressful operational environment and narrow profit margins. Forest owners often focus on diverse objectives such as economic security and direct income as well as non-market aspects such as recreation, nature conservation, and aesthetics. Wood products manufacturers respond to trends in consumer demand and can postpone consumption in hard economic times leading to inventory retention, workforce suspension, and product substitution.

This paper reports on a study that measured and compared how owners, contractors, and manufacturers view forest certification and each other in order to better understand the attitudinal interrelationships among these supply chain actors. A mail survey was used to collect responses to questions about forest certification across all three groups. The survey also collected predictions by one group about the responses of another (e.g., owners predict contractor responses) and self-reporting on the degree to which one group identifies with another (i.e., the extent to which one group shares an identity with another).

Relevant topics for use in survey design were identified based on the literature and addressed issues pertaining to the economic benefits of forest certification, its effect on the image of supply chain actors among the general public, its impact on the forestry sector, and comprehension of the general mechanics of certification. Measurements of shared identity focused on forest sustainability and co-orientation was used to study whether and how responses and predictions line up among each group. Research hypotheses were that: (1) owner, contractor, and manufacturer perspectives about forest certification are aligned; (2) counterpart predictions between groups are accurate; (3) predictions by one group about another are similar to their own response; and (4) groups identify with each other in terms of forest sustainability.
Improving entrepreneurial networking among owners, contractors, and manufacturers could benefit forest certification [30], though doing so will require trust, reciprocity, and shared orientation because the strength of social relationships between supply chain actors is greater when values and objectives are shared [31,32]. Networking in the wood products supply chain hinges to a degree on the sense of similarity among actors, but this may only go so far if disagreement and uncertainty exists between groups. Socially responsible firms consider not only their strategic and competitive orientation, but also the orientation of counterpart stakeholders [33]. More research is needed regarding the influence of micro-level behavioral processes on the progress and prospects of socially responsible behavior in the marketplace [34], which has direct implications for the forest certification sector.

Co-orientation is a relationship between two or more groups of people toward something of mutual relevance, importance, or interest [35–37]. Co-orientation analysis addresses three communication states: agreement, accuracy, and congruency. It is determined by comparing intergroup agreement about a common issue and assessing the accuracy and congruency of predictions made by one group about another regarding the shared matter [36,38]. Agreement is when group perspectives about something are the same (i.e., oriented). Accuracy is when one group correctly predicts another group’s perspective. Congruency is when one group’s prediction of another group’s perspective is the same as their own. Different combinations of communication states may lead to true consensus, false consensus, false conflict, or dissensus [39,40].

Co-orientation models have been examined in fields such as community views on ecological restoration [41] environmental decision-making [36], and wildlife management [42]. In Germany, a co-orientation approach was used to examine perceptions on sustainability among forest owners and end consumers who conducted self-evaluation and evaluation of the other group’s points of view [43]. The two parties disagreed (i.e., in an actual state of dissensus) on the social responsibility dimension of sustainable forestry. In regards to the environmental dimension, forest owners believed they agreed with the end users when, in reality, that was not the case (i.e., in false consensus). In this study, we used the co-orientation approach to examine views on forest certification with an eye toward forest products benefits and innovation between different supply chain stakeholders.

Alignment between forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers is desirable for entrepreneurial networking [44,45]. A contractor and manufacturer may agree on something but inaccurately believe the other thinks differently (i.e., false consensus). Thus, the perspective of one participant (e.g., manufacturers) in the supply-chain impacts the extent to which counterparts (e.g., forest owners) are able or willing to interact and function. Additionally, when estimates about more than one counterpart group are offered (e.g., logging contractor perspectives about manufacturers and forest owners), the alignment of each prediction points to differences in the views pertaining to multiple counterparts. Other cases may involve participants with limited or no opinion where networking seems improbable even when they identify with each other.

2. Materials and Methods

The study was carried out in Virginia, U.S.A. which stretches from the Atlantic coast to the Appalachian Mountains encompassing 27.4 million acres (110,785 km$^2$) of coastal plain, piedmont hill, and mountainous landscapes (Figure 1). Mail surveys were used to collect data from forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers. Surveys were tailored for each type of respondent, but all contained sets of interrelated co-orientation items and the same description of forest certification so that all respondents were oriented to standardized baseline concepts. Surveys were reviewed by expert panels and refined before distribution. Changes included minor editorial adjustments to enhance clarity.
Five-point scales were developed for this research and used to measure whether respondents believe: (1) forest certification provides economic advantages; (2) forest certification improves their image; (3) forest certification positively impacts the forestry sector; and (4) they generally understand what is required to certify forests. Also, included were a series of eight 5-point items which asked respondents to predict supply chain counterpart responses to these four measurements. A 3-point uni-polar item ranging from “not at all like me” to “a lot like me” measured a respondent’s sense of similarity toward other supply chain groups regarding forest sustainability. Harman’s single factor test [46] for common method variance was used to test for method bias.

Co-orientation agreement was assessed by testing for statistical differences between owner, contractor, and manufacturer responses. Co-orientation accuracy was determined by testing for statistical differences between one group’s prediction of a counterpart’s response and the counterpart’s actual response. Co-orientation congruency was evaluated by testing for statistical differences between a group’s prediction of another group’s response to a question and their own response to the same question. Responses to identity items were cross-tabulated by group and tested for statistical differences.

More than 60% of Virginia’s 25.7 million acres (10.4 million ha) are forested and held mostly by thousands of private owners. Real property records containing forest owner contact information are not aggregated at the state level but managed discretely by 95 counties and 39 independent cities. Because of this, cluster sampling was used to choose counties from which forest owners were randomly selected. Independent cities were excluded.

Virginia’s 95 counties were stratified into five geographic regions using the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service’s Forest Inventory and Analysis program boundaries (Figure 1). At least three counties were randomly chosen in each stratum to ensure the proportion of summed county land reflected the proportion that region contributes to Virginia’s total land area. Twenty-four counties were sampled and real property records acquired from county governments. Sixty-three owners of private land greater than or equal to 10 acres (4 ha) were randomly selected in each county to create a sample of 1512 participants. A minimum area of 10 acres (4 ha) was selected because certification programs in the U.S.A. typically begin enrollment at this level.

Nine-hundred and seventy-nine Virginia logging contractors were identified using Virginia Department of Forestry’s (VDOF) code ID registry maintained in compliance with the state’s water quality laws. Logging contractors intending to conduct timber harvests must notify the VDOF of...
the location so tracts can be inspected for compliance. Contractors must acquire an identification number which is used each time VDOF is notified of a harvest. Two-hundred and fifty primary wood products manufacturers in Virginia were identified using VDOF’s primary wood products manufacturer state registry.

A total of 2741 surveys were mailed to sampled forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers. Following Dillman [47], an introductory letter was mailed first. Forest owners also received a pre-addressed sampling-error reduction card. This allowed recipients to opt out of the study if they owned less than 10 acres (4 ha) of contiguous forest land. A second mailing included a follow-up letter, the survey, and a self-addressed business reply envelope. Non-respondents received a reminder postcard followed by a replacement instrument. Non-response bias was evaluated by comparing early- (71%) and late-respondents (29%) following the assumption that late-respondents are more like non-respondents [48]. Late-respondents returned their surveys after a replacement was received. No descriptive differences were observed between early- and late-respondents. Harman’s single factor test for common method variance across all respondent types was less than 40%.

Data were analyzed using non-parametric statistics because assumptions such as continuous data or normal distribution were not met. Ranks were substituted for values and used to test the hypothesis that mean rank distributions were equal. Kruskal–Wallis one-way rank [49] was used to test if there was agreement between owners, contractors, and manufacturers and if one respondent group accurately predicted the response of another. Related-samples Wilcoxon signed rank [50] was used to test for congruency between a group’s perspective and their prediction of other groups because the respondents answered the questions twice (i.e., once as themselves and once as the other party). Mean scores and standard errors were calculated to depict central tendency and distribution. The Pearson $\chi^2$ test [51] was used to assess significant differences between expected and observed outcomes across similarity measures cross-tabulated by respondent group. Statistical tests used $\alpha = 0.05$ to determine significance.

3. Results

Surveys were successfully delivered to 2661 of the 2741 private forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers with an overall response rate of 32.5%. Five hundred and eight forest owners returned a survey. One hundred and twenty eight owners noted they owned less than 10 acres (4 ha) of contiguous forest leaving 380 usable responses for a 28.6% adjusted response rate. Of the 398 logging contractors that returned surveys, 40 noted they were not the business owner and four were no longer in business resulting in a 38.8% adjusted response rate. Twenty-five of the 91 manufacturers that returned surveys were no longer in business leaving 66 usable surveys for a 29.3% adjusted response rate.

Forest owners had 106,957 acres (43,284 ha) with an average parcel size of 289 acres (117 ha). Slightly more than 50% of forest owners had harvested timber before and 4% owned certified forest land. Logging contractors hauled an average of 23.3 loads per week. Nineteen percent of the contractors had conducted operations on certified land and the same percent had previously received mill requests to supply certified wood. Annual average green metric tons and million board feet among manufacturers totaled nearly 2.1 million and 31.5 million, respectively. Seventy-nine percent of businesses were sawmills, while pulp and paper and specialty chip, composite, and veneer businesses made up the remaining 21%. Twenty-nine percent of the businesses were enrolled in a certification program.

Manufacturer perspectives on forest certification were less favorable when compared to that of forest owners and logging contractors (Table 1). The exception was that their understanding of the certification process did not differ significantly from contractors but statistically exceeded owners who tended to know less about how to certify forestland. Owner and contractor responses tended to be positive and mostly consistent, whereas manufacturer responses were more variable. Owners were slightly more likely than contractors to believe that forest certification provides economic benefits, whereas contractors believed they understood the certification process better.
Forest owners tended to predict significantly lower responses for contractors when compared to what they actually reported except for their beliefs on the economic benefits of forest certification (Table 2). Conversely, owners mostly over-predicted manufacturer responses with only their estimate of understanding being statistically similar. Contractors accurately estimated forest owner responses for all but their understanding of the certification process, which was predicted to be slightly higher than what they actually reported. On the other hand, contractors predicted statistically higher average responses for manufactures for all but understanding. Manufacturers under-predicted owner responses only in terms of economic benefits and impacts to forestry, but did the same for contractors across all responses.

Table 1. Agreement between the average response among private forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers to four survey items measuring perspectives about forest certification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply chain group</th>
<th>Provides economic benefits</th>
<th>Improves their image</th>
<th>Positively impacts forestry</th>
<th>Understand how to certify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owners</td>
<td>n = 749, statistic = 25.42</td>
<td>n = 751, statistic = 18.54</td>
<td>n = 750, statistic = 25.45</td>
<td>n = 749, statistic = 80.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging contractors</td>
<td>3.17 a (0.04)</td>
<td>3.17 a (0.05)</td>
<td>3.18 a (0.04)</td>
<td>2.57 a (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood products manufacturers</td>
<td>2.57 c (0.12)</td>
<td>2.70 b (0.05)</td>
<td>2.50 b (0.06)</td>
<td>2.94 b (0.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant Kruskal–Wallis test statistic; scores in each column with the same letter are not significantly different at \( p \leq 0.05 \).

Forest owners believed contractors would not agree with them about economic benefits and impacts to forestry, but that their understanding would be better (Table 3). They also believed...
that manufacturers would better understand the certification process. Contractors believed owner responses would be lower than theirs for all items and thought manufacturers would more be more likely than them to believe there are economic benefits, but that they would understand the process better. Manufacturers believed owners would respond more positively about benefits to their image and the forestry sector than they did, but that they would understand forest certification better. At the same time, they believed contractors would understand it better than them and be more likely to believe it positively impacts forestry.

Table 3. Congruency between the average prediction of responses among private forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers about each other and their own average responses to four survey items measuring perspectives about forest certification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Chain Group</th>
<th>Counterpart Group</th>
<th>Congruency</th>
<th>Provides Economic Benefits</th>
<th>Improves Their Image</th>
<th>Positively Impacts Forestry</th>
<th>Understand How to Certify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Forest Owners</td>
<td>Logistics Contractors</td>
<td>Group Actual (n; statistic)</td>
<td>Counterpart Predicted</td>
<td>Group Actual (n; statistic)</td>
<td>Counterpart Predicted</td>
<td>Group Actual (n; statistic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>3.17 a (329; –2.61 *)</td>
<td>3.04 a (328; 1.87)</td>
<td>3.17 a (329; –1.01)</td>
<td>3.17 a (328; 1.87)</td>
<td>3.17 a (325; 0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>2.53 a (66; 1.98 *)</td>
<td>2.86 a (66; 1.33)</td>
<td>2.53 a (65; 0.72)</td>
<td>2.68 a (66; 2.42)</td>
<td>2.68 a (65; 0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>2.04 a (345; 1.90 *)</td>
<td>2.04 b (345; 2.22)</td>
<td>2.94 a (340; 3.33 *)</td>
<td>3.23 a (345; 2.22)</td>
<td>3.23 a (340; 3.33 *)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>2.81 a (66; 2.81 *)</td>
<td>2.81 b (66; 2.42)</td>
<td>2.81 a (65; 0.72)</td>
<td>2.81 a (66; 2.42)</td>
<td>2.81 a (65; 0.72)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant Wilcoxon signed rank statistic; scores in each actual/predicted pair with the same letter are not significantly different at p ≤ 0.05.

Logging contractors were more likely to feel they shared a high level of identity toward owners, while manufacturers were more likely to report only moderate levels (Table 4). Somewhat differently, manufacturers were more likely to report a high sense of shared identity with contractors, whereas owners reported mostly a low sense of shared identity with the same group. Likewise, contractors were more inclined to share either a high or moderate sense of identity with manufacturers and owners were most likely to report low levels of shared identity with manufacturers, though the distribution of their responses about manufacturers was not as skewed compared to their responses about contractors.

Table 4. Cross-tabulation of responses among private forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers to a survey item measuring their level of shared identity with each other regarding forest sustainability. The survey item scale is three-point ranging from “not at all like me” to “a lot like me”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Chain Group</th>
<th>Counterpart Group</th>
<th>Cross-Tabulation</th>
<th>Identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>Private Forest Owners</td>
<td>Number (Expected; Adjusted Residual)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>Number (Expected; Adjusted Residual)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>Number (Expected; Adjusted Residual)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² = 13.98 a, df = 2, p < 0.00

a zero cells (0.0%) expected count < 5
Table 4. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Chain Group</th>
<th>Counterpart Group toward Which Identity Is Assessed</th>
<th>Cross-Tabulation</th>
<th>Identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number (Expected; Adjusted Residual)</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Forest Owners</td>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>(124.0; 4.4)</td>
<td>(109.9; 0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>Number (Expected; Adjusted Residual)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(9; 25.0; −4.4)</td>
<td>(22.1; 0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging Contractors</td>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>Number (Expected; Adjusted Residual)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Forest Owners</td>
<td>Wood Products Manufacturers</td>
<td>(107.7; −3.8)</td>
<td>(113.7; −0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number (Expected; Adjusted Residual)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(107.3; 3.8)</td>
<td>(113.3; 0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² = 28.65 a, df = 2, p < 0.00

a zero cells (0.0%) expected count < 5

4. Discussion

In general, wood products manufacturers viewed forest certification negatively when compared to forest owners and contractors. This is not surprising because financial benefits and certified raw material have not come easy for many manufacturers [25]. As a result, enthusiasm among them is generally low and widespread industry participation remains limited [11]. In this study, fewer than one out of three manufacturers were enrolled in a forest certification system, but their responses were also highly variable pointing to a range of perspectives and potential separation between manufacturer types. Ultimately, the array of manufacturer perspectives coupled with their overall negative leaning indicates certification is not generally appealing though some participate and find value in it.

Manufacturer participation in forest certification is likely related in large part to whether it provides marketplace benefits and can be justified as a competitive and culturally acceptable business strategy [52]. Highly mechanized, large-scale firms are generally low in number but highly visible in the public eye and use certification to build reputation and consumer confidence [53]. These companies promote certification as part of an internal culture focused on company image and external market share among specialized customers that demand sustainably sourced materials for their product lines [33]. On the other hand, most other manufacturers are less specialized and visible in the marketplace and depend more regularly on general consumers. Ultimately, they may not be as compelled by or capable of enrolling in forest certification because they do not see the value in it, cannot afford it, or the benefits and processes are not clear [11,22].

Congruent with their perspectives and sense of similarity, manufacturers in this study believed contractors would share their viewpoint but owners would not. Yet perspectives among forest owners and contractors were almost entirely positive and largely in a state of true consensus. The strong sense of shared identity manufacturers reported toward logging contractors may have played a role in the discrepancy. However, contractors generally identified and agreed with owners and accurately predicted their perspectives. Interestingly, both owners and contractors mistakenly predicted that understanding of the forest certification process would be better among manufacturers.

Consistency and alignment among manufacturers could change if forest certification opportunities improve for products across all operational scales. Such a shift would help increase awareness and interest among owners and contractors, eventually leading to additional involvement in forest certification. This outcome could help increase and standardize certified supply through inclusive entrepreneurial networks defined by both social responsibility and financial gains. However, a significant challenge for forest certification is that most manufacturers are deterred by the steep costs and hesitant to invest because of market uncertainty [6].
Without manufacturer participation, it is unlikely that small-scale owners who harvest irregularly [19] and contractors who operate on thin margins [12] will network and supply certified raw material, let alone engage in nuanced business strategies such as using certification to manage their image or improve market access [22]. As a result, forest certification may encounter a situation where increased demand for certified products could mitigate concerns related to costs and uncertainty, but consistent supply becomes more difficult to find. Still, rising demand may increase the price for certified wood and compel producers to take on the extra costs and administrative burden to produce it. In light of this study, the possibility of this paradox bolsters the call by Visseren-Hamakers and Pattberg [26] “... to critically reflect on the real and measurable added value of certification for the sustainability transition (p. 25).”

Forest owner perspectives on certification were slightly positive. Contractors were less optimistic than forest owners in terms of economic benefits, but reported a higher level of understanding. Owner predictions about contractors were not as accurate or congruent as contractor predictions about them, but interestingly owner predictions aligned slightly better with manufacturers. Nevertheless, contractors were more likely to agree with owners overall. This was somewhat unexpected because of the shared identity between manufacturers and contractors, yet when it comes to forest certification perspectives were negative among manufacturers and they erroneously believed contractors would feel the same.

Though not overwhelming, the alignment of owner and contractor perspectives suggests they share entrepreneurial orientation in true consensus when it comes to forest certification. Moreover, contractors appear to be in a unique place to lead widespread networking by incorporating market-based forest certification communication, education, and management into their services. Their distinction from manufacturers and false consensus indicates that in their role as a potential broker of certified raw material between forest owners and manufacturers, contractors tend to pivot more toward those who supply forest products rather than buy them. Thus they could serve as an informed group that conveys management standards and certification opportunities to owners who are broadly distributed and largely uninformed, but more often than not optimistic.

Even though results underscore consensus between owners and contractors, the possibilities related to forest certification may go unrealized unless more manufacturers demand it and offer strategic profit and consistent market share opportunities [54]. Without these signals, most owners and contractors are unlikely to proactively involve themselves in forest certification even if they think it is the right thing to do [52]. If they do despite the absence of useful downstream market incentives, it may be that the positive orientation of owners and contractors begins to change and the false consensus between contractors and manufacturers becomes true. The issue is that many manufacturers currently see no need to certify and note supply is generally difficult to obtain. Therefore, forest certification and its benefits hinges on more than consumer image which matters to some but not all.

Growth in product demand and prices on the retail side, in addition to clear evidence of positive impacts of certification to forest productivity and operations are also necessary. In agreement, a recent review on global forest certification trends indicated that in developed countries market demand was one of the significant drivers of certification together with stable economies, social pressure, and habitat type [55]. Changes in demographics, education level, cultural diversity, and access to information among consumers has increased forest product market fragmentation and market niches in Virginia [56]. A gradual increase in sectors such as home construction and remodeling could increase demand for local wood products that are sheltered from international competition because of marketing and distribution characteristics [57]. Consumption of novel products may also increase [56], and the greater value assigned by consumers to environmental matters may drive demand for certified wood products.

5. Conclusions

Research hypotheses for this study were that forest certification perspectives among private forest owners, logging contractors, and wood products manufacturers would be co-oriented and that
they would share a sense of identity. Results suggest that forest owners and logging contractors are generally aligned when compared to manufacturers, but they are more numerous and share the common objective of sourcing raw material. This may be the chief driver of the differences in this study, but while forest owners and contractors may be poised to engage in forest certification they also need incentives to act. Without market signals from manufacturers, most forest owners and contractors will likely stay uninformed or ambivalent.

If demand for certified wood products increases, additional supply would need to come by way of smaller forests, diverse logging contractors, and manufacturers of all kinds. Growth likely will remain slow or non-existent unless these value chain participants clearly see a favorable balance between costs and benefits. Owner and contractor alignment points to the potential for entrepreneurial networking if manufacturers can invest not only generally in forest certification for purposes of image control but more specifically in the financial and cultural infrastructure needed to broaden supply chain participation. Market share could provide a useful foundation, but a rapid push to increase participation without financial stability could backfire. Awareness and understanding may improve with time but notable changes in current rates of participation cannot be expected if ambiguity and uncertainty remain. Thus, tradeoffs are often less than compelling for many even when they are familiar with forest certification. Inclusive networks could alter the cost and benefit balance by aligning entrepreneurial strategies and building stronger supply chain ties through programs such as owner and contractor assistance and long-term contracting [29,31]. Also important are contractor-specific strategies that leverage their supply chain position. All can help refine a forest certification supply chain whose function should be defined by profitability and predictable markets with well-oriented entrepreneurial aims.
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